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Executive Summary
This document provides a first report on designing and developing of two major components
of the THREAT-ARREST training platform: (1) the generator of synthetic event logs, based on
real event logs profiling and customisation of IBM’s Data Fabrication Platform (DFP) and (2)
the module that will carry out the statistical profiling of real event logs, as they are received
from the Assurance Platform (WP3). D5.1 is the first deliverable of the task “T5.2 – Statistical
profiling of real event logs and generation of synthetic events logs”.
The deliverable includes an introduction to the DFP technology and describes its extension to
support fabrication of cyber security log files.
To improve the accuracy of synthetic security event generation process, the project security
assurance and monitoring platform was extended to enable statistical profiling of real event logs
and identify the statistical profiles of different types of individual system events, as well as
different combinations of such events.
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1 Introduction
The objective of this document is to present and provide a first report on designing and
developing of two major components of the THREAT-ARREST training platform: (1) the
generator of synthetic event logs and (2) the module that will carry out the statistical profiling
of real event logs, as they are received from the Assurance Platform (WP3). D5.1 is the first
deliverable of the task “T5.2 – Statistical profiling of real event logs and generation of synthetic
events logs”.
The deliverable includes an introduction to IBM’s Data Fabrication Platform (DFP) technology
and a description of its Constraint Satisfaction Programming (CSP) solver to generate synthetic
realistic data, followed by a description of the initial work done to enhance the tool with the
ability to generate sequences of simulated cyber-events in general, and synthetic security events
log files in particular to support the THREAT-ARREST project requirements.
A methodology and technical approach for statistical profiling of real event logs is also
provided. Real event logs are captured from the operation of the cyber system through the
assurance platform connected to the THREAT-ARREST framework. The profiling and analysis
of these events also enables detection of attacks with different temporal characteristics,
including instantaneous, long-lived and repeating attacks. The operation of this mechanism is
driven by simulation-related specifications of the Cyber Threat and Training Preparation
(CTTP) model.
The document is structured as: Section 2 outlines the operation of DFP and its extension for
THREAT-ARREST, Section 3 presents the component for statistical profiling of real event
logs, and Section 4 concludes and links overall contribution with other related tasks and
deliverables.
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2 Generator of Synthetic Security Event Logs
2.1 IBM’s Data Fabrication Platform (DFP)
2.1.1 Introduction to DFP
IBM’s Data Fabrication Platform (DFP) (IBM, 2017; IBM Research, 2011) is a web-based
central platform for generating high-quality data for testing, development, and training. The
platform provides a consistent and organizational wide methodology for creating test data. The
methodology used is termed “rule-guided fabrication”.
The primary DFP use case for fabricating synthetic data contains two actors: a user (initiator)
and Database/File (participators). This use case includes two sub-scenarios: data requirements
modelling and data generation. The data requirements use case includes three sub-scenarios:
resources and structure definitions, constraint rules definitions and fabrication configuration
definitions. The data structure for databases (schema, tables, columns, etc.) is automatically
imported, however structural hierarchy of data elements (structs, arrays, tables, fields, types)
need to be manually defined by the user. The constraint rules are required to construct a model
of the data and thus enable creation of meaningful realistic data values. Input and output
resources include standard relational databases (e.g., DB2, Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQLite),
standard file formats (e.g., Flat file, XLS, CSV, XML, JSON) and streaming via the MQTT
protocol. The next figure depicts the related Unified Modeling Language (UML) use case
diagram.
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Figure 1 UML use case diagram for the DFP

In rule-guided fabrication, the database logic is extracted automatically and is augmented by
application logic and testing logic modelled by the user.
The application logic and the testing logic can be modelled using rules that the platform
provides. The platform is also extendible and new rule types can be added by users and
automatically integrated into the platform in an organization-wide manner.
Once the user requests the generation of a certain amount of data into a set of test databases,
the platform internally ensures that the generated data satisfies the modelled rules as well as the
internal databases consistency requirements.
The platform can generate data from scratch, inflate existing databases, move existing data, and
transform data from previously existing resources, such as old test databases or even production
data. The platform provides a comprehensive and hybrid solution that can create a mixture of
synthetic and real data according to the user requirements.
IBM Data Fabrication Platform uses a proprietary CSP solver (IBM, 2002; Richter et al., 2007;
Naveh et al., 2006; Bin et al., 2002; Abaroni et al., 2015; Boni et al., 2012; Ben-Haim et al.,
2012; Bin et al., 2011; Shin et al., 2011; Naveh, 2010; Asaf et al., 2010; Dubrov et al., 2009;
Richter et al., 2007; Sabato and Naveb, 2007; Naveb et al., 2006; Richter et al. 2006; Naveb
and Emek, 2006; Naveb 2005; Geller and Veksler, 2005; Dechter et al., 2002; Lewin et al.,
1995) that has been used for verifying IBM hardware systems for over a decade. The solver
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finds a solution for all the requirements in a data fabrication task. The solver is capable of
handling very complex problems in a timely manner. The following figure depicts the overall
Test Data Fabrication (TDF) flow.

Figure 2 Data Fabrication Platform flow

2.1.2 Synthetic Data Fabrication using CSP
DFP uses a solution that generates data using a CSP solver. This methodology is generic and
flexible for various types of use cases yet also very safe, as all user constraints must be satisfied.
The solution does not require access to real or masked data, or to historic actual queries, which
all might involve some violation of privacy regulations. Data generation can be constrained
directly by the users. These constraints can direct the generation towards desired testing
objectives or realistic database statistics and query behaviour.
The platform uses the database schema or the file hierarchical structure, the user requirements
via variables and constraints and a fabrication configuration specifying which rules to use and
where to write the generated data into. The constraint-problem is solved, and the solution is
used to construct the records needed to populate the database or file.
The fabrication process is described below. A user has provided a data project which contains
the structure of the data, the constraint rules and the fabrication configuration. In order to
construct a constraint satisfaction problem for the solver, the platform analyses the table
metadata and gets table columns’ data type and other properties, e.g., referential integrity
constraints. The platform selects a sub-set of the relevant rules and tables using the fabrication
configuration. In addition, relevant parent tables may be added due to referential integrity
dependencies. Additional default rules are sometimes required as well (PK, Unique Column,
string and binary column widths, etc.).
This information is used for the construction of a database table-dependency graph. For each
table in that graph, starting at root nodes, structural record dependencies are built recursively.
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Figure 3 Table dependency diagram

Once the above graphs are built, the fabrication pattern is computed where each target table
record is assigned to one of the following fabrication modes: ‘New’, ‘Reuse’, or ‘Other’.
Given the patterns, the graph and the rules, a CSP problem can be created. The CSP has a
language used to model a real-world problem. A problem consists of variables and rules. The
solution is an assignment of one value for each variable where all the rules are satisfied. The
solver finds a random solution. Each time it solves a problem, a new solution is produced. The
user does not specify how to solve the problem, but rather focuses on what to solve using the
specified rules for a valid correct solution.
Each table is translated into a CSP variable struct or a CSP vector of variable structs, according
to the record type, each table column is translated into a CSP variable. Each of the rules is added
to the problem as a CSP constraint. A simple example of the CSP problem structure can be seen
in the figure below. The CSP problem defined here is the famous eight queens puzzle (Bell and
Brett, 2009).

Figure 4 A CSP example

Finally, the problem is submitted to the solver. The solution is recursively parsed starting the
iteration root following the topology of (vectored) record variables. In the case of a database
project, an SQL insert statement for all table records is created and that SQL insert statement is
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submitted to the DB for execution. If streaming option is enabled and properly configured, the
solution is converted to the relevant format and sent to the messaging broker specified in the
configuration. In the case of file projects, the solver result is converted into the designated file
format.

2.2 Extension of the DFP technology for Cyber Security domain
2.2.1 Concept
To support the THREAT-ARREST requirements, IBM Data Fabrication Platform is being
enhanced with the ability to generate sequences of simulated cyber-events in general, and
synthetic security events log files in particular. For such a case, the DFP needs to be properly
initialized (presumably, based on definitions found in CTTP model) before a user or a client
sub-system can get any synthetic log file.
First, a virtual Computer Network topology should be defined. This includes declaration of
network-attached computers, switches and other relevant hardware. Each hardware node should
be augmented with properties and “installed” software applications and services. User-provided
rules and constraints should complement the network definition to guide the fabrication engine,
how to choose values for hardware and software properties.
Then, an Event Scenario, built of connected Actions and Activities, should be defined. In case
a cyber-attack log is required, an attack Scenario should be defined over the virtual Network.
After being properly configured with the Network topology and the Scenario definition, DFP
creates a Constraint Satisfaction Problem based on those definitions, solves the Problem with
the CSP Solver, producing pseudo-random property and function call parameter values,
satisfying all the definitions, rules and constraints.
Finally, DFP simulates the Scenario, calling in application functions, declared by the Scenario
actions, propagating events from one network node to another, and stores the resulting event
messages down to some persistent storage, producing event log files.

2.2.2 First synthetic logs fabrication
Many operating systems, software frameworks and programs include a logging system. A
widely used logging standard is syslog. Syslog originally functioned as a de facto standard,
without any authoritative published specification, and many implementations existed, some of
which were incompatible. The Internet Engineering Task Force documented the status quo in
RFC 3164 (see (IBM, 2017)). It was later standardized by RFC 5424 (see (IBM Research,
2011)). The latter (RFC 5424) will be supported by the IBM Data Fabrication Platform and
used as format for synthetic log fabrication through the THREAT-ARREST project.
Let’s observe a toy-scenario of “sending a phishing email” when an attacker composes a
phishing email, attaches a malicious file, and emails it over to a victim.
In such a case, a virtual Computer Network can be defined as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Network topology

Relevant properties like computer name, IP address, MAC address, email domain user name
and others need to be defined for each network-attached computer. Then, these properties
should be constrained to ensure that all the IPs and MACs, email domains and user names are
unique, appropriate client computer and a server reside in the same sub-net cluster, and so on.
After the Computer Network topology, hardware properties and constraints are defined, one
should define an attack scenario, like it is presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Attack scenario for the phishing email case

Then, after fabrication and simulation is done, one can get a desired outcome – syslog files,
collected from computers on the victim’s sub-network – as it is shown below.
Client Computer log
<22>1 2019-06-20T10:12:43.341Z client.victimnet.net IBM Mail Client App 1.0 - Login
[UserInfo Username="victim"] User logged in
<22>1 2019-06-20T16:25:18.197Z client.victimnet.net IBM Mail Client App 1.0 - Receive mail
[Mail Sender="attacker@attackerdomain.com" Recipient="victim@victimdomain.com"
Subject="This is a phishing mail!!!" Attachment="trojan_horse.exe"] Mail received
<14>1 2019-06-20T16:28:47.813Z client.victimnet.net IBM Client Computer File System 1.0 File save [File Filename="trojan_horse.exe"]
Mail Server log
<22>1 2019-06-20T10:12:43.683Z mailserver.victimnet.net IBM Mail Server 1.0 - Login
[UserInfo Username="victim"] User logged in
<22>1 2019-06-20T16:24:53.345Z mailserver.victimnet.net IBM Mail Server 1.0 - Receive mail
[Mail Sender="attacker@attackerdomain.com" Recipient="victim@victimdomain.com"
Subject="This is a phishing mail!!!" Attachment="trojan_horse.exe"] Mail delivered to client
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2.3 Integration into the THREAT-ARREST training platform
Two types of synthetic data, required for the THREAT-ARREST project, has been identified
so far:
i.

static general-purpose synthetic data, such as health records, for the needs of
setting/performing a given training scenario;

ii.

static or dynamic (interactive) security (event) logs for cybersecurity training in the
context of a training scenario, such as security logs regarding malicious (anomalous)
accesses to a server hosting DB of health records.

There is no need in any special DFP API to fabricate static data described in (i). Such data can
be modelled in advance via DFP Web-based user interface and fabricated off-line (as described
in the subsection 2.1), even before any training session starts. Fabricated data can be populated
in well-known databases and/or predefined file locations to be consumed by other THREATARREST components.
As for security event logs are concerned, it is suggested that IBM DFP will be enhanced (as it
is described in the subsection 2.2), and the new functionality will be accessible via a log
fabrication REST API.
Before one can get any security log, the DFP needs to be properly initialized and configured.
Then a fabrication and simulation process should be controlled and monitored. Finally, after
fabrication has been successfully completed, the fabricated log files need to be fetched out and
consumed by a client sub-system. The related APIs are describing in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Cyber Network definition API


add/edit/delete sub-network – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal
of a sub-net (a folder-like entities, enabling grouping of network nodes and other subnets in a hierarchical manner)



add/edit/delete network node – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal
of a network node



add/edit/delete property – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal of
hardware or software properties (in addition to predefined ones)



add/edit/delete constraint – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal of a
constraint over hardware and/or software properties



connect/disconnect nodes – functions enabling connection and disconnection of
network nodes to create and modify a network graph of connected nodes

2.3.2 Scenario definition API


add/edit/delete activity – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal of a
scenario activity (a folder-like entities, enabling grouping of actions and other subactivities in a hierarchical manner)



add/edit/delete action – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal of a
scenario action



add/edit/delete constraint – functions enabling creation, modification, and removal of a
constraint over the action function call parameters
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link/unlink actions – functions enabling connection and disconnection of scenario
actions and activities to create and modify a scenario flow (a graph of connected
scenario items)

2.3.3 Log fabrication API


fabricate – a function starting the fabrication session



get fabrication status – a function providing status of the current fabrication session



get fabrication data – a function providing output data generated in the last session
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3 Statistical Profiling of Real Event Logs
Simulation is one of the key enablers of the THREAT-ARREST framework and involves the
generation of synthetic – and where necessary continuous – event streams leveraging the Data
Fabrication Platform described in the previous section. The generation of such event streams is
driven by the CTTP model specified for the cyber system of concern and the statistical profiling
of real event logs captured from the operation of the cyber system through the assurance
platform connected to the THREAT-ARREST framework. To drive the synthetic event
generation process, we extend the security assurance and monitoring platform of STS to enable
statistical profiling of real event logs and identify the statistical profiles of different types of
individual system events, as well as different combinations of such events (e.g. (Hatzivasilis et
al., 2019a; Hatzivasilis et al., 2019b)). These can be altered to reflect anomalous system
conditions including, for example, atypical usage conditions, suspicious system or system
component operation conditions, the launch of security attacks upon cyber systems and their
components, or unexpected system operation effects (e.g. (Hatzivasilis et al., 2019c;
Hatzivasilis et al., 2019d; Hatzivasilis et al., 2017)). The profiling and analysis of these events
also enables the detection of (and provision of training against) attacks with different temporal
characteristics, including instantaneous, long-lived and repeating attacks. The operation of this
mechanism is driven by (and thus requires) simulation-related specifications in the CTTP
model.
Furthermore, the operational system evidence formed by the collected monitoring events and
testing outcomes of the assurance tool, are passed over to the statistical profiling module and
thereby the generation of realistic simulations is performed. Statistical profiling also covers
event metadata (e.g., the timing of their occurrence and other characteristics such as their sender
and receiver) and – where allowable by the applicable security policies – the actual event
payload (e.g., data passed between components, parameter values of component operation calls,
size of files read from or written to secondary storage and related directories, etc.).
The statistical profiling module is a tool written in the Python programming language. In
version 1 (v1), the tool accepts as input a file that contains security event logs in XML format,
provided by the assurance tool. It parses the file in order to identify the element tree and stores
the found information in data structures (lists, arrays, etc.), along with extra information helpful
for the implementation. Then, it iterates through said data structures and performs a statistical
analysis for all data discovered.
================= Statistical analysis =================
Timestamp
2019-5-28 15:56:26 -> 1 occurrence(s) -> 25.00% of total
2019-5-29 01:06:26 -> 1 occurrence(s) -> 25.00% of total
2019-5-28 15:58:37 -> 1 occurrence(s) -> 25.00% of total
2019-5-29 01:08:06 -> 1 occurrence(s) -> 25.00% of total
Notifier
195.41.582.14 -> 4 occurrence(s) -> 100.00% of total
Sender
127.0.0.1 -> 4 occurrence(s) -> 100.00% of total
Receiver
192.168.43.26 -> 4 occurrence(s) -> 100.00% of total
Event payload
readOp -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
writeOp -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
Event parameters
ser-0177 -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
ser-2142 -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
DownloadRecord -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
UploadRecord -> 2 occurrence(s) -> 50.00% of total
========================================================
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Figure 7 Output of the statistical analysis module

The analysis reveals a series of events along with their metadata including the time they occurred,
who notified about the event, who was the sender/receiver, what was the operation being performed
(payload) and the parameters of this payload. Additionally, the tool displays the number of
occurrences of each piece of data, along with the percentage of each one in relation to the total
amount of events. Figure 7 Output of the statistical analysis moduleFigure 7 Output of the statistical
analysis module

shows the output of the module. This information can be utilized by the aforementioned
phishing scenario (Section 2) in order to generate more realistic data for normal or malicious
interaction with the trainee’s/victim’s network (Ferrera et al., 2018; Cesena et al., 2017).
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4 Conclusions
This document provides a first report on designing and developing of two major components
of the THREAT-ARREST training platform: (1) the generator of synthetic event logs and (2)
the module that will carry out the statistical profiling of real event logs.
To support the THREAT-ARREST requirements, IBM Data Fabrication Platform is being
enhanced with the ability to generate sequences of simulated cyber-events in general, and
synthetic security events log files in particular. The tool will be used to fabricate two types of
synthetic data:
i.

static general-purpose synthetic data, such as health records, for the needs of
setting/performing a given training scenario;

ii.

security event logs for cybersecurity training in the context of a training scenario, such
as security logs regarding malicious (anomalous) accesses to a server hosting DB of
health records.

The new functionality will be accessible via a log fabrication REST API.
To improve the accuracy of synthetic event generation process, the project security assurance
and monitoring platform is extended to enable statistical profiling of real event logs and identify
the statistical profiles of different types of individual system events, as well as different
combinations of such events.
The profiling and analysis of these events also enables the detection of attacks with different
temporal characteristics. The operation of this mechanism is driven by simulation-related
specifications in the CTTP model. The statistical profiling module is a tool written in the Python
programming language.
This deliverable, along with the deliverables D2.1-D2.4, D3.1, D4.1-D4.4, and D5.2-D5.3, is
part of the MS2 regarding the 1st version of the various THREAT-ARREST components. These
tools will be further extended and integrated during the 2nd year of the project.
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